
Prize Holiday Course 

 

Level: All  

Age: 9-12  

Organization: individual, whole class(mingling) 

Aims: To ask about holiday plans; to deduce if someone has the same holiday plans as you. 

Language focus: going to, months, countries, holiday activities, sports (because, expressing opinions) 

Materials: Essential: none/Optional: photocopies of the table below (one for each child) 

 

England March Rock climbing course 

Scotland August Riding course 

Ireland December Rowing course 

 

Procedure 

1. Ask the children to imagine that because they are so good at English they have won a holiday 

course in on English-speaking country. 

2. Draw a table on the board as above. 

3. Ask the children each to choose a country, a month and a course and note their choices on a 

piece of paper. Explain that they must keep this secret. 

4. Ask children to go round the class asking questions to try and find someone who is going to 

do the same course, in the same country, at the same time as themselves. 

5. Elicit and practice the questions before they begin, e.g. Where are you going? When are you 

going? What are you going to do? 

6. Once children find one or more people who have chosen the same course in the same month 

and country as themselves, ask them to sit down together and write sentences about what 

they're going to do. 

7. At the end, ask some pairs to report back. 

 

 

 



Comments and suggestions 

 The Information in the table can be built up collaboratively, with the children suggesting 

options for countries, months and courses rather than you. This makes the activity more 

motivating, as it is then based on things the children really want to do. 

 With older, higher level classes, instead of asking children to write sentences about where 

they're going, you can ask them to think of reasons for their choices and then report back to 

the class, e.g. P: We’re going to Ireland on a riding course in August.  

T: Why? P: We think there are beautiful horses in Ireland. /We think the weather will be better 

in August. 

 This can also be linked to using the internet to find out about real holiday courses. 

 


